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Lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy of IV-VI thin films on PbTe(001): An ab initio study
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The chalcogenides of tin and lead (SnS, SnSe, SnTe, PbS, PbSe, and PbTe) have applications ranging from
solar cells to thermoelectrics. Taking rocksalt structured PbTe(001) as the substrate, we explore the coherent
(001)-oriented heteroepitaxy of the other five IV-VI semiconductors through first-principles electronic structure
calculations. We investigate the effects of lattice strain and its relationship to the interface energy, as well as the
electron redistribution, as a function of the epilayer thickness [from 1 to 5 monolayers (ML)] below the dislocation
critical point. Analysis of the chemical bonding explains trends including work function shifts and surface
rumpling. Among the five combinations studied SnTe/PbTe(001) has the smallest lattice mismatch, resulting in
the most stable coherent interface and unique charge transfer behavior. Here, we perform orbital-resolved band
structure calculations (with spin-orbit coupling effects) for the SnTe/PbTe(001) system, highlighting its potential
use in topological spintronic thin-film devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.91.085307 PACS number(s): 68.35.Ct, 68.35.Md, 68.37.Lp, 68.65.Hb
I. INTRODUCTION
IV-VI semiconductor compounds are used in a variety of
technological applications including infrared (IR) radiation
sensors, quantum dot grids, and thermoelectric devices [1–3].
In these applications the control of surfaces and interfaces is
of critical importance for the incorporation of target materials
into working devices. Monolayer fabrication techniques have
matured to the extent that synthesis of materials layer by layer
is achievable. The accessibility of such extreme dimensionality
has resulted in the observation of many unique properties.
Surfaces and interfaces of IV-VI nanocomposites have
attracted much attention due to their unique properties. For
example, the PbSe/Pb1−xEuxTe system is known to form well
defined quantum dots, mainly caused by the intrinsic stability
of {100} facets of their lattice structures [4]. The fundamental
understanding of the interfaces and surfaces plays a crucial
role to explore the unique property of nanocomposites. A firm
understanding of the atomistic and electronic structure of a
material is crucial to the exploitation of the unique properties
of ultrathin films and related nanostructures.
Density functional theory (DFT) has been successfully
applied to understanding the solid-state systems in a number
of contexts. In this study we consider the interface between
ultrathin films of a series of tin and lead chalcogenides on
a PbTe substrate. Investigating the structural and energetic
properties of these systems presents a number of computational
challenges related to the nature of their coherent but strained
interfaces.
Similar to other rocksalt structures [5], PbTe has been
shown experimentally to exhibit a surface rumpling behavior,
with Te atoms relaxing out of the surface and Pb atoms relaxing
inwards [6]. Previous computational work on the (001) surface
of PbTe has also demonstrated rumpling patterns [7].
The heteroepitaxy film systems of IV-VI/PbTe(001) are
interesting because they play a role as an ideal model
*aloysius.soon@yonsei.ac.kr
for understanding the interfaces of the initial stage of
growing quantum dot nanostructures. As exemplified in the
PbTe/PbSe(001) quantum dot system [8], the residual strain
in their interface regime causes a dislocation pattern along
[110] and [¯110] directions, inducing formation of quantum
dots. Complementing this, a recent experimental study [9] on
the effect of compressive strain on SnTe-supported PbTe thin
films also demonstrated that dislocation patterns will begin
to appear when the thin film thickness exceeds 20 ˚A, which
roughly corresponds to six to seven monolayers of PbTe.
For those quantum dots systems, fine control of the size and
distribution of the unit cell is one of the key elements to achieve
next generation quantum devices. Therefore, understanding
the fundamental properties of the strain and coherency of the
interface between growing thin film and the substrate is of
both fundamental and technological importance. Also, while
the compressive strain effects on the quantum dot formation
on the PbTe(001) have been extensively investigated, the
role of extensive strain to these interfaces is still not well
understood.
Strained but coherent interfaces are also known to play a
crucial role to enhancing the figure of merit in thermoelectric
devices [10,11]. When it comes to endotaxial interface
structures, enhanced phonon scattering was observed while
the electrical conductivity of the system was preserved due to
coherency of the interface.
In this study, we will present a set of systematic calculations
toward the understanding of the strained coherent interfaces of
IV-VI/PbTe(001) systems (where IV=Pb, and Sn, and VI=S,
Se, and Te). The heteroepitaxy systems modeled and studied
in this work present various lattice mismatch ratios with dif-
ferent interface chemistries, thereby providing an interesting
approach to understanding these strained interfaces between
IV-VI composites and the PbTe(001) substrate. (See Fig. 1.)
Moreover, the fundamental understanding gained in this work
will also afford much insight on the role of geometric strain
and interface chemistries upon the endotaxial growth mode on
PbTe(001) for potential high-efficiency thermoelectrics. This
study also provides insight towards understanding endotaxial
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Example of the interface model used
in the study. Sandwich type slab model with five monolayer (ML)
thickness for each element has been used. (b) An example of the
film-substrate model in the study. IV-VI semiconductor compounds
thin films were constructed coherently on PbTe(001), resulting in
lateral strain of the thin film. A vacuum region (dvac) of 18 ˚A is
employed for the slab models.
interfaces of chalcogenide systems where formation of coher-
ent but strained interfaces are expected [11].
II. METHODOLOGY
DFT calculations are performed within generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA), with the PBE (Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof) exchange-correlation (xc) functional [12,13], as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
[14,15]. The kinetic energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set is
set to 500 eV and the electron-ion interactions are represented
by the projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [16,17].
In passing, we find that applying van der Waals correction
(namely, the D2 Grimme’s scheme for London dispersion as
implemented in VASP) to our DFT total energies is required
to obtain the correct phase order of SnS. It is known that
the stable ground-state structure for both SnS and SnSe is
a distorted rocksalt structure with the Pbnm symmetry, and
transforms to Cmcm at elevated pressures and temperatures
[18]. The phase deformation/transformation for both SnS and
SnSe is outside of the scope in this work. Here, we focus on
how such large lattice mismatch contributes to destabilizing
the interface without explicit corrections for the weak van der
Waals interactions.
Monkhorst-Pack [19] type k points are used for all
calculations, which were carefully tested for convergence (i.e.,
total energies are converged within 5 meV per atom using an
8 × 8 × 8 k grid for bulk systems, and an 8 × 8 × 1 k grid
for surface or interface models). For all surface and interface
models, a vacuum region of 18 ˚A is employed. The interface
supercell symmetric slab model is constructed using 11 atomic
layers of PbTe in the (001) direction. The thickness of adlayer
thin films are then varied from 1 to 5 ML on each side of the
slab. The coordinates of PbTe atoms in the three innermost
atomic layers are fixed to their bulk positions, and all other
atoms are then allowed to be fully relaxed. To account for
the surface rumpling behavior in these B1 thin films, we have
also measured the relative displacement of the cation-anion
positions, rjAB, by calculating r
j
AB = zjA − zjB, where zj is the
z-coordinate displacement of either the A or B atom on the
outermost surface.
In this work, we define the bulk strain energy, EstrAB, as
EstrAB = Estr−bulkAB − EbulkAB , (1)
where Estr−bulkAB is the total energy of strained AB bulk structure
at its laterally strained geometry, while EbulkAB is the total
energy of AB bulk structure in its original optimized geometry.
Throughout this work, “AB” will be used as a synonym for
“IV-VI” compounds for brevity, and the terms will be used
interchangeably.
Next, we determine the adsorption energy of AB on
PbTe(001), Ead, via
Ead =
(
EAB/PbTe − EPbTe(001) − 2nABEmlcAB
)
2nAB
, (2)
where EAB/PbTe is the total energy of the AB/PbTe(001)
interface structure, EPbTe(001) the total energy of the PbTe(001)
substrate, nAB the thickness of AB adlayers (n.b. the factor 2
accounts for the formation of the AB thin film on both sides of
the symmetric supercell slab model), and EmlcAB the total energy
of the reference AB diatomic molecule in the gas phase. The
choice of this reference state is common in growth experiments
of these IV-VI thin films.
To investigate the formation and thermodynamic stability
of these heteroepitaxial AB thin films on PbTe(001), we
propose two ways of calculating the formation energy of these
AB/PbTe(001) thin films, Ef [20]. First, we define Ef (nAB) as
Ef (nAB) =
(
EAB/PbTe − EPbTe(001) − 2nABEstr−bulkAB
)
2
, (3)
where the term Estr−bulkAB may be obtained from Eq. (1).
The second (albeit, more indirect) way to calculate Ef(h)
as a function of film thickness h can be expressed as
Ef(h) = σ strAB − σPbTe + Eint + hEstrAB, (4)
where both σ strAB and σPbTe are the surface energies of the
strained AB film and that of the PbTe(001) substrate, respec-
tively. Here, Eint is the interface energy given by
Eint = EAB/PbTe − nAB
(
EstrAB + EbulkAB
) − nPbTeEbulkPbTe
2A
, (5)
where nPbTe and EbulkPbTe are the number of PbTe formula units
in the PbTe(001) substrate and the total energy of bulk PbTe,
respectively. And here A is taken as the surface area of the
interface system.
With regards to the electronic structure of these systems,
we study the dependence of the work function change on
the adlayer thickness, calculated with respect to the surface
work function of pristine PbTe(001). To better understand
the nature of interfacial bonding mechanism as a function
of film thickness, we also consider the difference electron
density plots of these interfaces with increasing film thickness.
Using the most stable SnTe/PbTe(001) system, we have also
calculated orbital-resolved electronic interface band structures
for 3 ML SnTe/PbTe(001) to illustrate the interplay between
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TABLE I. DFT-optimized lattice constant, a0, of the respective
B1-structured IV-VI compounds used in this work (provided in ˚A).
Other experimental [21,22] and theoretical values [22–25] found
in literature are also listed for comparison. The percentage errors
(compared to available experimental values) are provided in the
parentheses.
a0 (in ˚A) This work LDAa GGA-PW91b Experimentc
SnS (B1) 5.848 5.698 5.848
SnSe (B1) 6.061 5.904 6.062
SnTe 6.407 (1.5%) 6.242 6.312 6.313
PbS 6.008 (1.3%) 5.906 5.992 5.929
PbSe 6.217 (1.6%) 6.098 6.20 6.117
PbTe 6.567 (1.9%) 6.439 6.556 6.443
aReferences [22,24].
bReferences [23,25].
cReferences [21,22].
strong oscillatory features in its electronic structure. Here, we
have included the relativistic noncollinear spin-orbit coupling
terms.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Bulk and surface atomic structure
In Table I, we report the lattice constants of bulk SnS,
SnSe, SnTe, PbS, PbSe, and PbTe crystallized in the cubic B1
rocksalt structure. We note that both SnS and SnSe crystallize
naturally in the orthorhombic Pbnm symmetry rather than the
B1 structure [18]. The lower symmetry structure is associated
with the stereochemical activity of the Sn 5s2 lone pair. For
this work, both materials are grown coherently on PbTe(001) in
the metastable B1 structure, allowing only atomic relaxations
in the z axis. Our calculated lattice constants are well within
2% error of the experimental references. The thermal lattice
dynamics in B1-type bulk materials (namely, PbS, PbSe,
and PbTe) has been recently reported [26] and will not be
explicitly considered here. It is found that these materials have
very similar thermal expansion coefficients at around 300 to
400 ◦C and this temperature range is typical, for example, for
the growth of lattice-mismatched quantum dots [27,28]. In
addition, the bulk moduli of these B1 compounds are softened
by about 10% at elevated temperatures which may contribute to
attenuating the interfacial stress experienced in these ultrathin
nanofilms.
To study the effect of lateral extensive strain to these
ultrathin adlayer films, we then strain the a-b plane of
these adlayer IV-VI materials to match that of PbTe. When
this strain is applied, the relaxed c parameters are found
from the minimization of the total energy-constrained volume
calculations, i.e., ∂Etot/∂cstr = 0, where Etot is the total energy
of the strained bulk model, and cstr is the strained c axis
parameter, while a and b are fixed to those of PbTe substrate. In
Fig. 2(a), this is illustrated and we compare our results with the
commonly used volume conservation approximation approach
(shown as the vertical dotted line). It can be seen that such
simplistic approximation resulted in both an underestimated
volume which could then lead to an overestimation of the strain
energy.
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Total energy of strained bulk structure
as its a and b lattice parameters are fixed to those of PbTe(001)
and c is allowed to vary as given on the abscissa. (b) Total energy
from geometric optimization for the strained interface models. The
minimum values were found from polynomial fit to the energy-
distance data.
To further illustrate the failure of yet another commonly
used arithmetic averaging of the interlayer distance approach,
we show in Fig. 2(b) that this simple averaging method could
lead to an inaccurate description of interlayer distances (though
the error in total energy was not large). Using our approach,
we find the optimized c parameters for the adlayer materials
SnS, SnSe, SnTe, PbS, and PbSe to be 5.675, 5.965, 6.402,
5.865, and 6.143 ˚A, respectively.
Experimentally, He et al. [29] studied the geometry of
PbS clusters in a PbTe matrix, and found that the PbS/PbTe
system forms coherent interfaces along {001} planes. From a
cross-section HR-TEM image, they measured and found the
interlayer distance to be in the range of 6.02 to 6.40 ˚A, closely
agreeing with our calculated value of 6.28 ˚A.
The calculated interlayer rumpling, rAB, as a function
of adlayer thickness is shown in Fig. 3. In addition, we
correlate the observed trends with increasing lattice misfit
ratio, m. We define this misfit ratio, m, of compound AB as
m = (aPbTe − aAB)/aAB. To aid our discussion, we show the
averaged rumpling observed for the strained AB layers (strain
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Rumpling behavior of the outermost layer of the adlayer systems with respect to varying thickness. Solid line denotes
the rumpling effect observed for the strained AB layers (strain limit), while the broken line denotes the rumpling of the strain-free AB layers.
The misfit ratio m of compound AB is defined as m = (aPbTe − aAB)/aAB.
limit) in solid horizontal lines, while that of the strain-free
AB layers in dashed horizontal lines. Generally, we find
a convergence of the rumpling behavior of these ultrathin
adlayer nanofilms towards that of the strained pristine IV-VI
slab models is observed with increasing adlayer thickness. At
the ultrathin limit (1 to 2 ML), they exhibit larger fluctuations
and plateau for nanofilms thicker than 3 ML to their strain limit.
It is also clearly seen in Fig. 3 that the difference between the
two horizontal lines (i.e., the averaged rumpling observed for
the strained and strain-free AB adlayers) widens as the misfit
ratio, m, increases. This is particularly severe for SnS and
SnSe, we rationalize this as being a consequence of its natural
orthorhombic crystal structure (rather than the B1 used in this
discussion).
Surface rumpling is commonly observed for many B1-
structured materials, particularly in the (001) direction [5].
Considering only the pristine PbTe(001) surface, we calculate
this interlayer rumpling to be r12 = −0.2 ˚A with the Te anion
displacing out of the surface. This is in fair agreement with
reported low energy electron diffraction (LEED) experiments
[6,30] and other DFT calculations [7].
B. Interface thermodynamics
To assess the interface thermodynamics of these ultrathin
IV-VI nanofilms on PbTe(001), we first calculate their adlayer
strain energy [EstrAB; cf. Eq. (1)] and adsorption energy [Ead;
cf. Eq. (2)] to understand how strongly they “bind” on the
PbTe(001) substrate. We find both energies depend largely on
the difference between adlayer and substrate lattice constants:
the misfit ratio, m. To illustrate this, the strain energy
and adlayer adsorption energy for 1 ML IV-VI/PbTe(001)
structures are plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. It
is clear from Fig. 4 that EstrAB increases as the misfit ratio, m,
increases. On the other hand, Ead of the various IV-VI adlayers
seem to generally decrease (i.e., become more positive) with
increasing m.
To study the formation energy of these ultrathin nanofilm
adlayers on PbTe(001), we have adopted the calculation of this
energy term using both a “direct” approach [cf. Eq. (3)] as well
as an “indirect” phenomenological approach [cf. Eq. (4)] as
outlined in Ref. [20]. The main difference lies in the Ei−s term,
which describes the interaction between the exposed surface
and interface region. This term is found to strongly affect
the thin film energetics at extremely low dimensions (e.g., a
few atomic layers thick) [20]. The calculated IV-VI/PbTe(001)
formation energy based on these two approaches is plotted in
Fig. 5. Here, the direct method [cf. Eq. (3)] is shown as markers,
while the indirect empirical relation [cf. Eq. (4)] is plotted as
solid straight lines. In addition to the EstrAB energy term, one
would also require the surface energy of the strained adlayer
surfaces, σ strAB which are listed in Table II. In comparison to the
III-V materials studied in Ref. [20], we find that the B1 IV-VI
compounds in this study do not show a large Ei−s term for the
ultrathin adlayers.
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Strain energy, EstrAB [cf. Eq. (1)] where
the inset numbers represent the misfit ratio, m, and (b) Ead [cf. Eq. (2)]
for 1 ML IV-VI/PbTe(001). The negative signs in the vertical axis
indicate that the reaction is exothermic with respect to the isolated
binary IV-VI molecules.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Adlayer formation energy, calculated
from direct total energy calculation (markers) and indirect thermody-
namic model calculation (solid line). The additional lines for SnS and
SnSe correspond to an indirect calculation with the unrelaxed surface
energy.
We note that SnS and SnSe do not agree as well (see lower
panel in Fig. 5) between the two approaches unless the energy
from unrelaxed structures are used instead. This suggests
that orthorhombic structured SnS and SnSe experience an
additional energetic deviation that comes from a structural
incompatibility with rocksalt when the atomic geometry was
allowed to relax. As the adlayer grows thicker, the energetic
penalty due to accumulated stress increases linearly until it
triggers structural deformation. This highlights an important
technical consideration when using the indirect form of film
formation energy model to investigate strained interface,
which may not be capable of capturing the structural effect
accurately. In Fig. 5, the dashed lines for the SnS and SnSe
cases are obtained by suppressing the structural relaxation in
their rocksalt pristine structures, which then produce a better
agreement with the direct method since SnS and SnSe have a
strong tendency to surface reconstruction, as discussed earlier
in the section.
An experimental study [9] was conducted to study the
effect of compressive strain to a PbTe thin film on a SnTe
substrate. They report that dislocation pattern began to appear
TABLE II. Surface energy of strained pristine B1 structures.
Surface energy σ is calculated from strain-free rocksalt pristine
structures, while σ str is derived from the strained pristine structures.
SnTe PbS PbSe PbTe
σ (meV/ ˚A2) 10.0 11.2 11.0 10.2
σ str (meV/ ˚A2) 9.3 12.0 10.9
as the thickness exceeded 20 ˚A, which roughly corresponds
to six or seven monolayers of SnTe. The authors considered
a compressively strained system; still we can compare this to
our expansively strained case of SnTe/PbTe(001). In the elastic
regime, we can assume the energy gain due to compressive
strain is comparable to the strain energy due to expansive
strain, which allows us to find that the thickness of SnTe
film used in this work falls below the critical thickness of
the observed dislocation. On the other hand, this also suggests
that most of the other thin film models used in the study may
be prone to surface reconstruction in experimental systems.
When it comes to a sub-nano-dimension materials system
where experimental characterization is hard and expensive,
such theoretical estimation as presented in this work may
provide a valuable insight to selectively perform effective
experimental and theoretical studies.
The most stable SnTe/PbTe(001) thin film structure is
chosen for an in-depth theoretical investigation regarding
various interesting physical properties. A careful theoretical
study on SnTe thin films suggested that a nontrivial two-
dimensional topological crystalline insulator (2D TCI) phase
arises as the thickness increases [31]. This work suggests that
the 2D TCI phase appears as the thickness approaches 5 ML,
and this topological character becomes more pronounced as
the thickness reaches 25 ML. While this gives an optimistic
insight for a realization of 2D TCI devices, our calculation
results caution that one should/must carefully choose a suitable
substrate with minimal lattice misfit ratio m, and surface
relaxation effects should not be neglected. Such geometric
concerns are found to be quite important factors which affect
the delicate electronic properties of topological materials. We
also discussed an effect coming from variations in the stacking
order to the topological state of the thin film recently [32].
Based on the results in this work, we suggest PbTe(001) as a
suitable growth substrate for SnTe, due to the minimal lattice
mismatch among various combinations in IV-VI materials. In
fact, we corroborate well with recent results by Yang et al.
[33], where they studied the SnTe(001)/PbTe(001) interface
and found nontrivial Chern numbers in weak definitions. This
will be discussed later in the section with related calculation
results.
C. Electronic structure
Turning now to the electronic structure of these IV-
VI/PbTe(001) nanofilms, we report the thickness-dependent
surface work function change,  [i.e., calculated with
respect to that of pristine PbTe(001)] in Fig. 6. Here the
work function is determined as the energy difference between
the vacuum level and the top of the valence band, and is
equivalent to the surface ionization potential. We find two
distinct cation-dependent trends as a function of adlayer
thickness—Pb-based chalcogenide adlayers exhibit strong
layer-dependent alternating  values (see left panel of
Fig. 6), while Sn-based chalcogenide adlayers show a less
pronounced trend (i.e., gently decreasing with thickness; see
left panel of Fig. 6). It is evident that the chemical character
of the cation plays an important role in its electronic structure.
This alternating trend in  (as well as in rjAB, reported
above) warrants a deeper study. In a recent theoretical study,
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ΔΦ
FIG. 6. (Color online) Calculated work function change of
PbTe(001) due to thin film formation.
the thickness dependent behavior in the electrostatic potential
was considered as a part of design rules for a novel transparent
conducting oxide [34].
Thus, to further investigate the nature of the bonding
mechanism at the interface as a function of adlayer thickness,
we plot the difference electron density plots for these IV-
VI/PbTe(001) systems in Fig. 7. These plots are defined
as the difference between the total charge densities of the
adlayer/substrate system, the substrate PbTe(001), and that of
the individual atoms in the adlayer. As seen in Fig. 7, the
response of the adlayer to the substrate-induced strain is not
solely determined by the magnitude of the strain energy, but
is also drastically affected by the chemical nature of the anion
in the adlayer. Anions with strong stereochemical activity
(e.g., S and Se) clearly show thickness-dependent interlayer
dimerization as a response to the expansive strain. This
thickness-dependent dimerizing behavior sensitively influ-
ences the adlayer-substrate charge transfer—strongly for odd-
layered nanofilms and weakly for even-layered nanofilms. This
expansive substrate-induced stress mechanism then explains
the alternating trends seen in both , as well as rjAB. For
instance, in the case of SnTe/PbTe(001), where one sees the
weakest dimerization effect due to the lowest misfit ratio of
2.5%, the variation of both  and rjAB are less pronounced.
From previous studies, it was shown that bulk SnTe is a
TCI and its topological features of the electronic structure are
kept by inversion symmetry [35]. In rocksalt crystal structures,
the inversion symmetry exists along the diagonal axes. In
the SnTe/PbTe(001) nanofilm interface system, the same
symmetry does not exist and is broken by the creation of this
interface. However, a recent study found that their nontrivial
electronic structure along (001) orientation is defined by weak
definition of the mirror Chern numbers [31]. To further explore
the SnTe/PbTe(001) nanofilm system, we calculate and plot the
orbital-resolved electronic interface band structure of 3 ML
SnTe/PbTe(001) in Fig. 8, weighted by each orbital projection
to the total wave function. Here we find a massless Dirac-cone
shape crossing the Fermi level, indicating the Sn 5s and
5p orbitals strongly contribute to the metallic state of this
FIG. 7. (Color online) Charge difference plot showing the elec-
tronic density redistribution due to the chemical interaction between
the components. The red color indicates accumulation; blue color
shows depletion in the electronic density. The 2D cross section images
of (100) plane and planar-averaged data along the z axis [ρ˜(z)] are
shown for comparison. The red arrows point to the characteristic
peaks indicating strong dimerizations.
SnTe/PbTe(001) nanofilm system, suggesting the character of
a s − p type topological insulator.
Considering the pristine SnTe system, as seen in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b), expansive substrate-free strain opens up the band gap
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Projected band structure of (a) 3 ML SnTe
pristine structure, (b) strained 3 ML SnTe pristine, (c) coherently
adsorbed 3 ML SnTe thin film on PbTe(001). The highest occupied
state is set to 0 eV. Only CBM and VBM of the crystal orbitals are
shown; the contribution weight from each projected orbital to the total
wave function is expressed by the color depth of markers. (Squares
for VBM; circles for CBM.)
of the nanofilm. However, when the PbTe(001) substrate is
considered, with the same magnitude of the expansive strain,
SnTe on PbTe(001) shows a more narrow (if not metallic)
band gap. While the presence of surfaces in the pristine thin
film opened the band gap, the formation of SnTe/PbTe(001)
interface resulted in narrower band gap. Therefore, we attribute
this to the interface effect as seen from the charge density
difference results of SnTe/PbTe(001), where strong charge
accumulation in the interface regime is found. From a practical
point of view, the Fermi level of this system is predicted to be
located near the narrowed band gap. This is consistent with
other tight binding model calculation [31]. This special feature
suggests that the composite system might be a great candidate
for a realization in actual devices.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered heteroepitaxy of IV-VI
semiconductors with PbTe(001) as a substrate, calculating a
number of important mechanical and electronic properties,
including the binding energy, formation energy, and work
function shifting effects using first-principles DFT. The results
demonstrate the close link between the chemical composition,
geometric, and electronic structures of the interfaces. We find
that the change in work function depends strongly on the cation
and the preferred crystal phase of the capping layer. We show
that capping layers with Sn cations result in almost monotonic
changes in work function with layer thickness, whilst those
with Pb cations show a strong oscillatory behavior depending
on the number of layers. Additionally, capping layers with
the same crystal structure as the substrate result in negative
work function changes, whilst those with different preferred
crystal phases result in positive shifts in work function for
ultrathin film capping layers. We focus on the SnTe/PbTe(001)
system and report its unique electronic structure changes at the
interface. The results demonstrate how the composition of the
capping layer may be tuned in order to achieve different effects
in the properties of the substrate, depending on the desired
effects and assist with the rational design of such systems
for a number of important technological applications, e.g.,
topological insulator-based devices.
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